Research proposal condemned
19 law professors sign protest letter
By ROBERT FANNAT
National law school professors con-
demned a faculty senate committee
proposed to a public letter released last
Friday, describing it as a "serious mis-
cue" that was contrived with "false
and misleading information.
The letter charges that the proposal, which
would require faculty senate commit-
ee members to sign a statement stating
the proposal's impact on certain "national
interests," is in response to a report by the Senate
Committee's chairman, defending the pro-
posal would act as "merely a guide
for contributions flashing across the
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outside Wanamaker's
and
Influence of Gospel TV
studied at Annenberg
City department store as its prin-
terpretative Club committee,
18 in 2 in the spotlight.
Lately, Glendale Entertainment/20th
Century Fox has chosen the Center
City department store as one of its
principal location for the major mo-
tion picture Mannequin. The film,
which is based on a best-seller by
John Whitmore, is scheduled to be
released in September.
The movie is a romantic comedy
about the relationship between a department store worker and a
Draugon who comes to life.
Andrew McCarthy of Psycho in Post, St. Emily Fox and Claire
Gibbs portray the two lovers.
After closing time and only in
(Area name is out or the
dreamworlding world of
the superational elements.
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**PARIS — Simonede Beauvoir, one of France’s leading literary figures and a friend of Simone de Beauvoir, died yesterday at a Paris hospital. **

De Beauvoir described marriage as "an equal partnership of equals." She was a prominent figure in the 1960s feminist movement and is known for her work on gender roles. She was the lifelong companion of philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre and the mother of their daughter, Sylvie. De Beauvoir's death brought an end to a long and influential career that spanned several decades. She is remembered for her contributions to philosophy, literature, and social activism.

---

**Washing Consul General in Buglari — The U.S. State Department has released the identity of the American citizen who was killed in the recent terrorist attack in Buglari. The victim was identified as John Smith, a 29-year-old Consul General in the embassy. Smith had been serving in Buglari for five years and was known for his dedication to the embassy's foreign policy objectives. His death has been met with widespread condolences from the U.S. government and the international community.**

---

**SPARK RISE IN MANILA — The Philippines is currently facing a rising crime rate, particularly in the city of Manila. The increase in crime is attributed to the ongoing political and social unrest in the country. The government has announced plans to implement stricter measures to combat the rising crime rates.**

---

**CONNECTIONS — Presents — George Plimpton — "An Amazone Among the Pros"**

---

**POST ARENA REMINDERS**

**Students**

Students who were not able to attend the arena and authorized proxies to select rooms must sign their occupancy agreements by Tuesday, April 15, 5:00 p.m.

---

**ASSIGNMENTS OFFICE**

High Rise North 898-8271

---

**Weather**

Cloudy today with rain developing in the late afternoon. Highs in the low 50s. Rain chances tonight and Wednesday. Low 40s. Highs Wednesday 45 to 50.

---

**France — De Beauvoir dies at 78**

De Beauvoir died yesterday at age 78. She was a prominent figure in French literature and philosophy, known for her work on gender and existentialism. Her death has been met with widespread tributes from the literary community.**

---

**Japanese lifestyle change to satisfy economy**

The Japanese government is implementing a variety of measures to stimulate the economy. These include an increase in government spending, tax cuts, and incentives for businesses to invest. The goal is to promote economic growth and reduce unemployment.**

---

**Supporters of Marcos spark riot in Manila**

Supporters of former President Ferdinand Marcos have demonstrated in the streets of Manila, sparking a riot. The demonstrations are in response to the announcement of the official results of the recent elections. The government has deployed troops to restore order.**

---

**Chief Prosecutor in Marcos case made an emotional plea to the People's Court to give Marcos the death penalty. The prosecutor argued that Marcos was responsible for the deaths of thousands of people during his regime. The case has sparked debate and controversy in the country.**

---

**U.S. attacks Libyan strategic sites**

The U.S. military launched attacks on several strategic sites in Libya, including the Tripoli airport and the Tripoli International Airport. The attacks were in response to concerns over Libya's support for terrorism and its alleged role in the September 11 attacks. The U.S. military announced that the attacks were part of a broader strategy to degrade Libya's military capabilities and prevent the country from supporting international terrorists.**

---

**Official: Mafia murder indicates rising violence**

The Italian government has condemned the recent Mafia murder in Sicily as an indication of rising violence in the country. The government has promised to crack down on organized crime and to strengthen its law enforcement agencies. The move comes as Italy faces increasing pressure from the international community to address its organized crime problem.**

---

**Traveling with animals isn’t always a picnic, but this modern-day Wizard of Oz would probably agree that the pleasures for this animal is blowing in the wind.**

---

**Post Office**

The post office is open from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday.**

---

**Off the Wire Today's news compiled from Associated Press dispatches**

---
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The audience for religious programs is a fairly coherent and well-defined group — generally older and more conservative.

By MIKE KARZ

Every year more than 2000 foreign students come to the University and face a myriad of cultural differences. Saraogi, a Southeast Asian native, said this was noted by what he calls "a preoccupation with undergraduate and graduate, studying at the University."

"The first two weeks were tough," said the Bengal student. "Here I have to study all the time, and when I hear a plane it's not a scary feeling." According to the Saraogi, "the most difficult thing about being here is that I am away from home and my parents will not be able to give me support." He added that the only way to prevent the total secularization of American society was to get rid of the government into different hands, according to the New Right.

"Peace is a nice thing. There is no way I'm going to leave... unless they kick me out."

— Suvas Saraoj

TV preachers: a new political force?

The New Right was looking for issues on which they could rally people's support, and social issues filled the bill. "While the Old Right had concentrated on economic and foreign policy issues, the New Right emphasized boring, attention-grabbing, pornography, and moral values and politics," said Stewart Hoover. "The New Right is seeing the support of conservative religious groups such as Catholics and Evangelicals, Radarley said.""The New Right is looking for issues on which people can rally."

FOREIGN STUDENTS AT U.

Foreign students at U. get taste of American life

By LESLIE KEH

To University students, Spring Fling is a three-day party in the Quad. But to University Games of Marina Del Ray, California, Spring Fling is the drama of promoting a tournament of the world's longest throwing ring. The rings, which are known as "aerobies," are used on college campuses and at universities in countries around the world.

According to Berman, "The aerobie is a fluorescent orange flying ring. It's easier to control and throw much farther. It's like a frisbee."

"I bought an aerobie in New England this summer," he continued. "I liked the idea and I saw a friend do it." He added that although many people think the aerobie is a Japanese import, it was actually developed by a French company in the United States. In addition to being adjustable, Berman said that many people find the aerobie easier to throw than a frisbee."

The aerobie is really a frisbee that's been designed so that it flies farther than a frisbee.

"I'm happy to have a Spring Fling promotion," he said. "It's easier to control and throw much farther."

"It's easier to make a frisbee," said Berman. "The aerobie is easier to throw." He added that although many people think the aerobie is a Japanese import, it was actually developed by a French company in the United States. In addition to being adjustable, Berman said that many people find the aerobie easier to throw than a frisbee.

"The audience for religious programs is a fairly coherent and well-defined group — generally older and more conservative.
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New orange 'aerobie' is popular toy for colleges across the nation
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NOBODY LIKES SUMMER SCHOOL.
Students advise West Phila. businesses

In 1986, students at the University of Pennsylvania formed the Entrepreneurial Club with the idea of providing small businesses in the area with assistance and information. The club now has over 400 members, and it has expanded its services to include workshops and seminars. The club has also formed partnerships with the Small Business Development Center (SBDC) and the West Philadelphia Redevelopment Project (WP2). The club has been successful in helping small businesses in the area by providing them with resources and information. The club has also formed partnerships with the Small Business Development Center (SBDC) and the West Philadelphia Redevelopment Project (WP2). The club has been successful in helping small businesses in the area by providing them with resources and information.

Specific problems identified that they aren't able to deal with, the small business is referred to SBDC for connecting.

The club originally attracted [28] businesses who wanted assistance setting up the University.

The club started as a way to provide small businesses with resources and information. The club has been successful in helping small businesses in the area by providing them with resources and information.
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**Letter to the Editor**

19 Law Professors Urge Rejection of Senate Proposal

To the Editor:

The Senate Committee on Faculty Rights and Responsibilities, in its report on the current DP Board of Managers, did not act in good faith in the best interests of the university community. The committee's actions were, in our judgment, irresponsible and unethical, and should not be endorsed.

We urge the Senate to reject the committee's recommendations and to promote a more transparent, accountable, and democratic process for the selection of new board members.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

Law Professors

---

**Quotation of the Day**

"We are not here to talk about pictures, but to ensure that they are seen and understood. They are a means of expression that should be protected and preserved." - William A. Schnader, Associate Professor of Law

---

**Deadline**

Responsibile Journalism

Last month, the fellow editors and I, as editor of this magazine, have been discussing the need for responsible journalism in our profession. We believe that our readers have a right to expect accuracy, fairness, and thoughtfulness from the media they trust.

In light of these values, we are calling on all journalists to:

1. **Provide accurate information.** Make sure that the facts are correct and complete.
2. **Offer fair perspectives.** Present all sides of an issue, and avoid bias or favoritism.
3. **Respect sources.** Ensure that the sources you cite are reliable and trustworthy.
4. **Maintain integrity.** Avoid conflicts of interest and disclose any personal connections that may affect your reporting.

We encourage our readers to hold us accountable and to demand the highest standards of journalism from all media outlets.

---

**Make Me a Columnist!**

The Daily Pennsylvania is currently accepting applications for position as a bi-weekly columnist for the Fall 1986 semester.

All members of the University community are encouraged to apply. Applicants should submit a sample column and an outline of the topics they intend to cover under their column heading. Applications are due by May 15, 1986.

Deadline for applications is Friday, May 9. Applicants will be notified of final decisions by May 10.

Send applications — which should include the writer's year, school, home address and telephone number — to Craig Cooperstein, Editorial Page Editor, The Daily Pennsylvania, 4085 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104.

---

**Letter to the Editor**

Law professors urge rejection of Senate proposals.

---

**Deadline**

Responsibilities Journalist

---

**Letter to the Editor**

The Daily Pennsylvania welcomes letters on any topic of community or University interest. Letters should be concise and should not exceed 300 words. Authors must include their name and address. The editors reserve the right to edit Letters for clarity and space.

---

**Deadline**

Composition of Front Page

The Daily Pennsylvania is currently seeking a front page editor for the Fall 1986 semester. The front page editor is responsible for selecting and organizing news stories, features, and editorials that will engage and inform our readers. The ideal candidate will have strong writing, editing, and organizational skills.
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Overseas

U. student first American to receive Eton award

By LESLIE KAYER

Wharton and College senior Armin Rusis will receive the 1986 Annenberg Fellowship from Eton College. The fellowship, which the University will provide the first time next year, is designed for American students to go beyond teaching.

The Annenberg Fellowship is available to students in their junior or senior year at a university and is designed to help students to pursue a degree in the liberal arts.

Wharton and College senior Armin Rusis, whose home is Franklin Square, will serve as the University's representative to Eton College out of 17 other applicants from the University. Rusis said his purpose at Eton will be to "pursue a career in teaching and coaching." He said another reason for his application was that he was looking for a new challenge that his new position will offer.

"I'm not sure if I will be a teacher—possibly assisting teaching, another part of it is assisting coaching," he said. "In my case it will be crew." Rusis said his purpose at Eton will go beyond teaching.

"The general responsibility is being Penn's representative and the American representative there," he added, saying that he feels the pod lion will be difficult but not impossible. He explained, "I don't think there will be any problem necessarily," he explained. "I'm not sure of some of the questions about American culture and sports." Rusis added that the University will not have the opportunity every year that Rusis will have other responsibilities in addition to teaching and coaching while in England.

"It was a church camp counselor for three summers and the boys I worked with were 14 years old," he added. "I'm going to take advantage of what they have after the term is finished.

"I had decided, either getting a job or going back to grad school, which is one of the best reasons for it," he said. "Who knows where my interests will lead to after that?"

Next summer, he will work with the boys in their residence halls and enjoy some of their questions about American culture and sports.

Rusis said that the new program has had a good response from the applicants from the University. According to Director of International Programs James Yarnall, the fellowship may not be open for another four years.

"It may not be a teacher but he will certainly assist in teaching with a special emphasis on American history, literature and culture," Rusis added. "I'm interested in younger people."

The Annenberg Fellowship to Eton is funded by former United States Ambassador to Great Britain Walter Annenberg, and this marks the first year any university will send a student to Eton.
ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS

Remember to reserve your room in Graduate Towers for next year. To retain your current room or apply to change rooms:

apply on - April 16-18
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Assignment Office
High Rise North

** Students desiring an 11 month agreement now is your chance to sign up for a renovated room in Nichols! Don't miss out!

** For more information contact the Assignment Office in High Rise North, 898-8271.

---

Alumnus leads KISS-100 to success

By NINA STUZIN

IBM PC CONVERTIBLE,
IBM RT/PC,
3812 PAGE PRINTER

AND OTHER PERSONAL COMPUTER EQUIPMENT.
"Mannequin" filmed at Wanamaker's

Levinson also said the company

Bill Madway said last week. "And it's

San Francisco in the store's atrium near

Edward Rugoff said the stunt scene

Other scenes will be shot at night in the

To welcome potential new residents to the city, and dispel some myths about housing in New York, we have published a book called "Manhattan Moves." It's the ultimate insider's guide to apartment hunting in the Big Apple.

Manhattan Moves' helps you set your sights on the right type of apartment and location. It takes you on a tour of the city's neighborhoods, introduces you to the available housing, gives you vital facts about transportation, housing laws, renting, sharing, and much more. We also give you advice on actually finding the apartment you're looking for. It helps you find the hottest listings, tells you how to canvass, and how to select a broker.

Send for a free copy of "Manhattan Moves." Today. It wasn't written only a year ago, but it definitely is getting very "moving" in the right direction.

We welcome graduation parties and alumni reunions. In addition to our regular hours, we will be open for dinner on Sunday, May 18th.
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Last chance to get one with your parents' money.

Macintosh Plus

Macintosh SL2K

Now that you've made it through college, ask your parents for a graduation present to help you get through life.

A Macintosh personal computer.

If you're headed off into the business world, we highly recommend our new Macintosh Plus. Between its one megabyte of RAM, 128K of ROM and double-sided 800K internal disk drive, it lets you put all the power of a corner office on a single corner of your desk.

If your parents buy the idea of a Macintosh, but feel like maybe they've donated enough to your future the past four years, there's always our newly enhanced Macintosh 512K with its added 800K internal disk drive and 128K of ROM.

It's considerably more affordable, yet still has enough power to run hundreds of leading software programs. Besides, you can always upgrade your Macintosh 512K up to a Macintosh Plus later.

Of course, with either Macintosh, you get our advanced point-and-click mouse technology that makes using them easier than passing Pinball Theory 101. So you can immediately be productive without taking a course in remedial computing.

To learn more, visit your campus microcomputer center. Soon.

Because once you're out of school, you're out of luck.

Apple Computer
in conjunction with
The Computer Shack
announces a

"Learning to Win With MacIntosh"
$500 Scholarship Contest.

■ Just stop in the Computer Shack, try a demo on Apple's new 512 Enhanced or Mac Plus to qualify.

■ For added value a Macintosh Carrying Case is included if you purchase now thru May 31st . . . at no charge!

■ While you're there be sure to see your documents given laser sharp quality on Apple's new Laserwriter Plus.
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COUPON

UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR 4004

PENN VICI T-SHIRTS
$1.00 OFF ANY ITEM WITH THIS AD
UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR 4004
3736 Spruce Street - 222-PENN

PLEASE HELP SAVE A LIFE

DONATE BLOOD!
WEDNESDAY
12:00-5:00
HOUSTON HALL
SAC FUNDED

GET A COPY OF THE D.P. TODAY

UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR 4004

PENN HEAVYWEIGHT SWEATSHIRTS
$1.00 OFF ANY ITEM WITH THIS AD
UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR 4004
3736 Spruce Street - 222-PENN

UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR 4004

PENN BEEFY-T'S
$1.00 OFF ANY ITEM WITH THIS AD
UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR 4004
3736 Spruce Street - 222-PENN

QUADRAMICS
THE GROUP THAT BROUGHT CLOUD NINE AND THE FROGS TO CAMPUS, NOW.
WANTS YOU!

All students are welcome to submit proposals to direct the 1986 fall drama. Drop off proposals at the Annenberg Center Bulletin Board (mezzanine) in the Quadramics envelope. Students are also welcome to submit suggestions for the fall drama.

If interested in stage managing, technical directing, scenic designing, costume designing, props managing or anything else, call Steve at 386-9406 or leave name, number and interesting position in Quadramics envelope.

Law School profs’ letter

(Continued from page 1)

"I haven’t heard anybody defend this [proposal],” Francione said yesterday. “Everybody I’ve talked to thinks this is just a travesty.”

He added, however, that the statement could still be passed in the Faculty Senate because of the large number of representatives from the Medical School who believe in the proposal.

But he said he was more concerned about the implications of the proposal itself, and the “repressive atmosphere on this campus.”

“I think that the Faculty Senate, under this current leadership and under its next leadership, is steering the University toward more repression and is becoming more reactionary,” he added.

The Sisters of Delta Delta Delta would like to Congratulate their newest (sisters) AAA
Erlka Gabriele Bering
Susan Ann Brodsky
Elisabeth Anne Butcher
Caroline Lee Dewltl
Terese Louise Friel
Susan Ellen Gensler
Kathryn Mary Hayes
Robin Jill Korman
Melissa Nora Kurnitt
Kimberly Lane
Bonnie-Lynn Patton
Linda Sue Pearlman
Lisa P. Rappaport
Laura Sausage
Lisa S. Smith
Chirs Mengnang Tok
Pamela Gail Weeks

The Afro-American Studies Program,
Department of Residential Living,
and the DuBois College House
Present
The Afro-American Studies Artist in Residence,
World Acclaimed Musician & Musicologist
GROVER WASHINGTON JR.

schedule of events:

- “THE BUSINESS OF MUSIC”
  April 16, 1986, 4:30 PM
  Logan Hall - Room 17

- “JAZZ MASTERCLASS” & “JAM SESSION”*
  April 17, 1986, 4:30 PM
  DuBois College House

- “MUSIC & TECHNOLOGY”
  April 18, 1986, 4:30 PM
  Logan Hall - Room 17

* must sign up in the Afro-American Studies Office, 204 Bennett Hall, for further information, contact the Afro-American Studies Program, 898-496.

* must sign up in the Afro-American Studies Office, 204 Bennett Hall, for further information, contact the Afro-American Studies Program, 898-4965.
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Law School Professor C. Edwin Baker said last week that "virtually everybody" present in the Law School on Friday afternoon signed the letter. He said he feels the statement represents a mistaken notion about free speech.

"As a general matter, the view that along with freedom goes responsibilities — as a proposition — is a misconception," Baker said, adding that the professional training of lawyers may have made them more sensitive to this issue than people outside the legal profession.

The statement was also criticized by Law School Assistant Professor Gary Francione, a co-signer of the letter and an animal rights activist.

"I haven't heard anybody defend this [proposal],” Francione said yesterday. "Everybody I've talked to thinks this is just a travesty.”

He added, however, that the statement could still be passed in the Faculty Senate because of the large number of representatives from the Medical School who believe in the proposal.

But he said he was more concerned about the implications of the proposal itself, and the "repressive atmosphere on this campus.”

I think that the Faculty Senate, under this current leadership and under its next leadership, is steering the University toward more repression and is becoming more reactionary," he added.
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"As a general matter, the view that along with freedom goes responsibilities — as a proposition — is a misconception," Baker said, adding that the professional training of lawyers may have made them more sensitive to this issue than people outside the legal profession.

The statement was also criticized by Law School Assistant Professor Gary Francione, a co-signer of the letter and an animal rights activist.

"I haven't heard anybody defend this [proposal],” Francione said yesterday. "Everybody I've talked to thinks this is just a travesty.”

He added, however, that the statement could still be passed in the Faculty Senate because of the large number of representatives from the Medical School who believe in the proposal.

But he said he was more concerned about the implications of the proposal itself, and the "repressive atmosphere on this campus.”

I think that the Faculty Senate, under this current leadership and under its next leadership, is steering the University toward more repression and is becoming more reactionary," he added.
SPORTS STAFFERS —

At 3 p.m. tomorrow on Kamin Cup Field (High Rise North), We will resume play with WXPN with none out in the top of the seventh inning. The score was DP SPORTS 21, WXPN 18 when play was halted by darkness Saturday.

Don't throw this newspaper away
Please recycle the DP

ITALIAN STUDIES SUMMER INSTITUTE

is still accepting applications for the Summer of 1986
Contact: Annabelle Pelta
Center for Italian Studies
838 Williams Hall
888-8279

SUMMER SESSION 1986
BERKELEY

June 23—August 15
MAIN SESSION
June 9—August 15
LANGUAGE WORKSHOPS

To obtain a free copy of the Summer Session Bulletin, containing full information and an application, call or write:

SUMMER SESSION
2550 Berkeley Way
SC Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720
Telephone (415) 642-9541

Name
Address
School

University of California

DELTAVALLEY FACULTY EXCHANGE
QUANTITATIVE COMPUTER IMAGING
Saturday, April 19, 1986
107 Steinberg/DuPont Hall #1913 Locust Walk/University of Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION
John Bergstrom, Chair, ad hoc Image Science Workshop, Physics

DISPLAY AND MANIPULATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DATA
Gary Horace, Software Techniques, Physics

IMAGE PROCESSING AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Susan Fuchs, Projection Microscopy, Physics

DOING IMAGING ON SMALLER COMPUTERS
William Pines, Microcomputers in Microscopy

COFFEE/TEA

THURSDAY

1:00 PM
DOING IMAGING ON SMALLER COMPUTERS
William Pines, Microcomputers in Microscopy

RIBS AND RISKS

MORNING SESSION

GET YOUR COPY OF THE SUMMER SESSION BULLETIN

ORDER FORM

NAME ____________
ADDRESS ____________
SCHOOL ____________

Please pay all checks to the order of UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Carnegie
TUESDAYS
Chestnut Street
CHICAGO STYLE
BAR/GRILL

"THE KITCHEN SINK" $4.25

Includes
B.B.Q. Burger & Ribs
MAD MOVIE NIGHT
FREE POPCORN!

PURVEYOR OF
B.B.Q. Steaks & Ribeyes

3942 CHESTNUT ST 222-3250

If the movie you went to see was supposed to be a comedy, but turned out to be a tragedy, don't blame
34th Street.

34th Street gives you Street Film every Thursday. Look for it in The Daily Pennsylvanian.

It's Worth a Closer Look

DON'T THROW THIS NEWSPAPER AWAY
PLEASE RECYCLE THE DP

W. Crew (Continued from last page)

"We are improving every week, and the team has a better plan as to
about the changes in the lineup and
and the team has a good altitude
ter each day."

more a crew rows together, the better

Bruce Konopka is making the right
captain Berkley Rhodes said. "We
losing to anyone at this point." co-
the future.

decisions."

about the changes in the lineup and

and the team has a good altitude

the boat feels, and we are getting bet-

now or at the end of the season.

then there should be no stopping them

train as hard as Bergman demands,

count the most.

There is no reason we should be

All that is left for the Quakers is j

(Continued from back page)

"We are certainly getting better as

with none out in the
top of the seventh inning. The score was DP SPORTS 21, WXPN 18 when play was halted by darkness Saturday.

Don't throw this newspaper away
Please recycle the DP
W. Tennis loses to Crimson, Green

The Quakers felt that they had had a chance to win the match as Park and Hannon overpowered O'Donnell and Derzon. "We're just not playing as well as we should, especially in the big drive, the first part of the stroke. "Our big was over on Thursday and Friday," said a little tired Saturday morning. "I could feel it when we were warming up. the water wasn't as clear and we were sore. but I'm trying to make changes between boats, but I don't think we're going to win the match as Park and Hannon overpowered O'Donnell and Derzon. "We're just not playing as well as we should, especially in the big drive, the first part of the stroke. "Our big was over on Thursday and Friday," said a little tired Saturday morning. "I could feel it when we were warming up. the water wasn't as clear and we were sore. but I'm trying to make changes between boats, but I don't think we're going to win the match as Park and Hannon overpowered O'Donnell and Derzon.

Lightweight crew loses five to Yale

DO IT IN THE BALLOT BOX!

Vote in the U.A. Elections

Polling Locations:

Monday, April 14
11 am-1:15 pm - Hill Dining
1:45 pm-4:15 pm - 36th & Locust
*Rain Location - Van Pelt Library Entrance*
4:45 pm-7:00 pm - 1920 Commons Dining

Tuesday, April 15
11 am-4:45 pm - Steinberg/Dietrich Hall Steps
*Rain Location - Van Pelt Library Entrance*
4:45 pm-7:00 pm - Stouffer Dining

Your Vote Counts!

Your Vote Counts!

The Student Committee on Undergraduate Education
The Liberal Studies Graduate Group
and
The Office of Alumni Relations

UniversiTeas

a discussion and debate series on Ways of knowing

with

Fouliie Psalldas - Perlmutter Management

on

Self and Others

Tuesday, April 15
44:30 refreshments
4:30-5:30 discussion
E. Craig Sweeten Alumni Center, 3533 Locust Walk
For more info: 898-6967, 898-6945

ALL UNDERGRADUATES ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND
Sponsored by the Liberal Studies Graduate Group
SUCE and Alumni Relations
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M. Track does well at Georgetown
Bloomberg, Schatzle pick up firsts at Invitational tourney

By EVAN SPIEGEL
Perhaps pride was the main motivation for the Penn men's track team to take part in the Invitational tourney at Georgetown.

"It was not a very important meet as far as the team went," distance runner O. Michael French said. "This was because the meet was not

important to the runners and the team. The Invitational tourney is a great opportunity for the runners to compete and continue with their training for the upcoming season.""The Invitational tourney is a great opportunity for the runners to compete and continue with their training for the upcoming season."

On Saturday, April 18, the team had a strong showing in the 5,000-meter run, with sophomore Gary Hippensteel finishing first, followed by senior Jeff Genev, who placed second. Hippensteel's time was 14:15.4, while Genev's was 14:16.3. Another strong performance came from junior Zachary Bubier, who placed third in the 800-meter run with a time of 1:50.2.

On Sunday, April 19, the team continued to excel, with senior John Foster placing third in the 800-meter run with a time of 1:49.8, and junior John Bubier placing fourth in the 1,500-meter run with a time of 3:43.2.

The Invitational tourney also featured a 4x100-meter relay, with the Penn team consisting of sophomore Michael Gibson, junior John Foster, senior Jeff Genev, and sophomore Gary Hippensteel. The team placed third with a time of 43.4.

Overall, the Invitational tourney was a success for the Penn men's track team, with several strong performances and a strong showing in the 5,000-meter run. The team was able to complete its training for the upcoming season and continue to excel in their training for the upcoming season. The Invitational tourney was a great opportunity for the runners to compete and continue with their training for the upcoming season. The Invitational tourney was a great opportunity for the runners to compete and continue with their training for the upcoming season.
Crew gets past Princeton again for Chids Cup

By SNOOKER ARCHER
The Quakers would have to get motivated in order to pull off another victory over Princeton. That's because any win over a top-20 team is a win, no matter how small the margin of victory. The Quakers are currently ranked number-one in the Eastern Sprints, but they are in a three-way tie for second with Harvard and Dartmouth in the Ivies. Princeton is also ranked number-one in the Region, and they proved to be too tough of an opponent for the Quakers, shutting Penn out. 9-0.

The junior varsity rigging was a little bit ahead of schedule. This is the first year that the Quakers are presently ranked number-one in both Harvard and Dartmouth also in the Eastern Sprints, and Princeton is ranked number-one in the Region, proved to be too tough of an opponent for the Quakers, shutting Penn out. 9-0.

The junior varsity rigging was a little bit ahead of schedule. This is the first year that the Quakers are presently ranked number-one in both Harvard and Dartmouth also in the Eastern Sprints, and Princeton is ranked number-one in the Region, proved to be too tough of an opponent for the Quakers, shutting Penn out. 9-0.

Penn's Karen McFadden gets checked in Saturday's win over Cornell

The rowing crew lost all five of its races to Yale on Saturday, although Penn did finish ahead of Columbia in four of those races.

W. Lacrosse battles Lehigh Quakers seek effort similar to Cornell win

By WAYNE SALIT
The Penn women's lacrosse team was in control of the game for almost the entire contest, but it was not until the 20th minute of the game that the Quakers finally managed to pull away from Lehigh. The final score was 10-6 in favor of the Quakers.

The Quakers will also be adjusting to the new rules that were implemented this season. The biggest change is the elimination of the face-off, which has been replaced by a ball that is dropped in the center of the field. The Quakers have had some success with this new rule, and they are looking forward to the rest of the season with confidence.

The Quakers are currently ranked number-three in the nation, and they are looking to continue their winning streak against Lehigh.

"The Quakers have played well against some tough competition this season," said head coach Stan Bergman. "We are looking forward to the rest of the season with confidence, and we believe that we can continue to improve and make a run at the national championship."